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Abstract: We study the phenomenology of a supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model with an R-symmetry under which R-charges correspond to the baryon number. This
identification allows for the presence in the superpotential of the R-parity violating term
λ′′U cDcDc without breaking baryon number, which loosens several bounds on this operator
while changing considerably the phenomenology. However, the R-symmetry cannot remain
exact as it is at least broken by anomaly mediation. Under these conditions, we investigate the
constraints coming from baryon number violating processes and flavour physics and find that,
in general, they are lessened. Additionally, we examine recent ATLAS and CMS experimental
searches and use these to place limits on the parameter space of the model. This is done
for both stop production, which now features both pair and resonant production, and pair
production of the first two generations of squarks. Finally, we study the implications this
model has on baryogenesis. We find that successful baryogenesis can potentially be achieved,
but only at the cost of breaking the R-symmetry by a significant amount.ar
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) have long been considered
attractive candidates for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). In their simplest real-
ization they solve the hierarchy problem, have a dark matter candidate and predict gauge
coupling unification. As such, superpartners have been the focus of a very large number of
searches by collider experiments. Despite these intensive efforts, they have not been seen,
putting the limit on their mass above the TeV scale in many cases. For many versions of the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), this means introducing large fine-tuning,
therefore weakening one of the main motivations for these models. This has led to a renewed
interest in supersymmetric models which depart from the MSSM in some way and lead to
different collider phenomenology. This includes models with Dirac gauginos [1–22] which can
exhibit supersoft supersymmetry breaking [3] and lead to reduced cross section for the produc-
tion of squarks [23–25]. The Dirac nature of the gauginos also enables the building of models
that possess a U(1)R symmetry, which were shown to have weaker flavour constraints [5, 26].
Furthermore, the U(1)R symmetry can be identified with a lepton or baryon number leading
to models where the superpartners have non-standard charges under these symmetries. Such
identification can lead to models with unusual structure and phenomenology. For example, if
the U(1)R symmetry is identified with a lepton number the sneutrino can acquire a significant
vacuum expectation value (vev) and play the role of the down type Higgs [12, 14–17, 27–29].
In this work we examine the phenomenology of models where the U(1)R is instead iden-
tified with baryon number [16, 30]. Because this symmetry does not commute with super-
symmetry, superpartners have different baryon numbers than their corresponding Standard
Model particles which themselves retain their standard baryon number. Under this charge
assignment, the standard R-parity violating superpotential term of the form λ′′U cDcDc is
now baryon number conserving. The bound on such a term is therefore weakened signifi-
cantly which can modify the LHC phenomenology. For example, superpartners can decay
promptly, making displaced vertices signatures, which are very constraining, less prevalent.
Furthermore, an exact U(1)R would forbid stop decays containing two same sign leptons,
which is also a very constraining signature.
Models with a U(1)R baryon number also have all the necessary components to generate
successful baryogenesis: baryon number violation through unavoidable U(1)R breaking, the
possibility of CP violation and out of equilibrium processes through the late decay of a gaugino
[31].
In this paper we first look at how the bounds on the λ′′ couplings are modified by the
presence of the approximate U(1)R symmetry. This is presented in section 2. In section 3
we examine the collider constraints on the model when a single coupling of the form λ′′3ij
is important. This phenomenology is in many cases very similar to the one studied in [32]
(see also for example [33–37]). In section 4, we study how our model can lead to successful
baryogenesis. The mechanism is similar to the one studied in [38–41] and rely on the out of
equilibrium decays of gauginos through a baryon number violating interaction. This requires
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Fields R-charge
Hu,d 0
Ru,d 2
U c, Dc 2/3
S, T , O 0
Q 4/3
L, Ec 1
Table 1: R-charge assignment of chiral superfields of the model.
a split spectrum with gauginos much lighter than the scalars. As we will see, the (pseudo-
)Dirac nature of the gauginos leads to new diagrams contributing to the decay process and
as a result new portions of the parameter space can have successful baryogenesis.
2 The model
The model we consider is an extension of the minimal R-symmetric Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MRSSM) [5]. It has an approximate U(1)R symmetry and Dirac gauginos whose mass
terms can be written as:
√
2
∫
d2θ
W ′α
M∗
[
c1W
(1)
α S + c2W
(2)i
α T
i + c3W
(3)a
α O
a
]
+ h.c., (2.1)
where W ′α = θαD′ is a spurion vector superfield with a non-zero D-term. S, T i and Oa are
chiral superfields in the adjoint representation of U(1)Y , SU(2)L and SU(3)c respectively,
W
(k)
α are the Standard Model superfield strengths and M∗ is the supersymmetry breaking
mediation scale. The gaugino masses then take the form:
MDi = ci
D′
M∗
. (2.2)
The standard µ term being forbidden by U(1)R, the chiral superfields Ru and Rd are
added to provide mass to the higgsinos. These new fields have the same gauge numbers as
the higgsinos but different U(1)R charges. They have bilinear µ-like terms with the Higgs
superfields but their scalar components do not acquire vevs. The U(1)R symmetry can then be
identified with baryon number by assigning the right-handed quark superfields R-charge 2/3
and the left-handed quark superfields R-charge 4/3. The charge assignments of the remaining
superfields are shown in table 1. Under this symmetry all the Standard Model particles have
their usual baryon number. However superpartners have non-standard baryon numbers. For
example, the right-handed squarks have baryon number 2/3 and thus are diquarks, while
the left-handed squarks have baryon number 4/3 and the gauginos baryon number 1. Gauge
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symmetries and the U(1)R symmetry lead to the following superpotential:
W = yuQHuU
c − ydQHdDc − yeLHdEc + µuHuRd + µdRuHd
+ λtuHuTRd + λ
t
dRuTHd + λ
s
uSHuRd + λ
s
dSRuHd +
1
2
λ′′ijkU
c
iD
c
jD
c
k,
(2.3)
where T = T iσi/2. This superpotential is equal to the superpotential of the MRSSM to which
the standard R-parity violating term of the form U cDcDc has been added.1 Beside gaugino
masses, the soft SUSY breaking terms include non-holomorphic scalar masses, Bµ like terms
and a linear term for S:
Vsoft =
∑
Φ
MΦ |Φ|2 +
[
BµHuHd +
1
2
bSS
2 +
1
2
bTT
2 +
1
2
bOO
2 + fSS + h.c.
]
. (2.4)
Various tri-linear terms are also allowed by the symmetries of the model but can be suppressed
[16]. In addition, the fS term needs to be small to avoid destabilizing the hierarchy. On general
ground, the U(1)R symmetry cannot remain an exact symmetry of the theory. The breaking
will manifest itself at least through the gravitino mass. This breaking will then unavoidably be
communicated to the Standard Model sector through anomaly mediation [42, 43]. Majorana
gaugino mass terms and tri-linear A-terms will in this case be generated with size of order:
M ∼ A ∼ 1
16pi2
m3/2. (2.5)
2.1 Bounds on λ′′
The bounds on the λ′′ couplings come in our model from the same sources as in the R-parity
violating Supersymmetric Standard Model (RPVMSSM), namely flavour violating processes
and baryon number violating processes.
The situation in the RPVMSSM goes as follow. The flavour violating processes put severe
constraints on products of λ′′s with different flavour structures while baryon number violating
processes can impose strong constraints on the λ′′ individually [44]. The baryon number
violating processes that put the most stringent bounds are proton decay, neutron antineutron
oscillation and double nucleon decay. The proton decay constraint can be avoided if we assume
that lepton number is conserved and that the gravitino is heavier than the proton, leaving
neutron antineutron oscillation and double nucleon decay which are still very constraining for
many of the λ′′s, with the constraint on λ′′112 being the strongest. One approach to satisfy
both the flavour violating and baryon number violating constraints is to assume a minimal
flavour violating (MFV) structure for the λ′′ijk [45]. This leads to very small couplings and the
LHC phenomenology is then characterized by displaced vertices. Another approach to avoid
the bounds is to assume that in the mass eigenstate basis only one coupling of the form λ′′3ij
is large while the λ′′s with different flavour structures are very suppressed. The bounds are
then easily satisfied. Single stop production becomes relevant at the LHC, and neutralinos
1This term violates the standard R-parity but not the U(1)R symmetry defined in table 1.
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d
d¯
u¯
d¯
g˜
d˜R b˜R
b˜R
d˜R
(a)
u
d
d
d¯
u¯
d¯
g˜
d˜L b˜R
b˜R
d˜L
(b)
Figure 1: Diagrams leading to neutron antineutron oscillation. Flavour changing insertions
are needed on the squark lines and a Majorana mass insertion is needed on the gluino line.
(a) shows a diagram with flavour changing insertions of the right-handed squarks. (b) shows
a diagram requiring a left-right squark mixing which is further suppressed by the gravitino
mass.
can decay promptly via an off-shell stop to a top and two jets. This phenomenology was
explored in [32]. The difficulty in such a scenario is to build a flavour model that leads in the
mass basis to a large λ′′3ij coupling but a very small λ
′′
112 coupling.
2.1.1 Bounds from baryon number violating processes
In the model we consider, baryon number is violated only by the small U(1)R breaking terms
coming from anomaly mediation which are proportional to the gravitino mass. Constraints
from baryon number violating processes are then potentially weaker than in the RPVMSSM.
However, if the gravitino is lighter than the proton, the proton can decay to a gravitino and
a kaon. This process proceeds through a λ′′112 coupling and is the same as in the RPVMSSM,
leading to a bound of [44]:
λ′′112 . 6× 10−15
( mq˜
1TeV
)2 (m3/2
1eV
)
.
When the gravitino is heavier than the proton, the bounds from neutron antineutron oscilla-
tion and double nucleon decay still apply. The best experimental limit on neutron antineutron
oscillation comes from the non-observation of 16O decay to various final states with multiple
pions and omega particles at SuperKamiokande [46]. This process receives tree-level contri-
butions from diagrams of the form shown in figure 1a. This leads to a bound on λ′′11i which
is somewhat model dependent as the diagram requires flavour mixing mass insertions on the
squark lines. It also requires the insertion of a Majorana mass term for the gluino which we
take to be given by anomaly mediation: M3 = 3αsm3/2/4pi. The amplitude for this process
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can be estimated to be [45]:
Mn−n¯ ∼ 4piαs
(
λ′′11i
)2 (δRRi1 )2
m4q˜
M3(
MD3
)2 Λ6,
where δRRij is the ratio of the flavour non-diagonal elements of the right-handed down-type
squark mass matrix to the flavour diagonal ones and Λ is the characteristic scale for the
neutron matrix elements which is expected to be close to the QCD scale. Taking αs = 0.12,
we find a bound of the form [45]:
λ′′11i . 2× 10−5
(
1
δRRi1
)(
MD3
1TeV
)(
1GeV
m3/2
)1/2 ( mq˜
1TeV
)2(250MeV
Λ
)3
. (2.6)
If for some reason the effect of the flavour mixing in the right-handed squark mass matrix
is small, which could happen if, for example, this matrix follows an MFV pattern,2 then the
process needs to involve left-right squark mixing (see figure 1b). In the limit of an exact
U(1)R, these mixings, which come from A-terms, are forbidden. They are however expected
to be generated with a size proportional to the gravitino mass once U(1)R breaking effects
are taken into account. Taking the anomaly mediation value for the A-terms, the bound
becomes:
λ′′11i . 2
(
1
yd1i
)(
MD3
1TeV
)(
1GeV
m3/2
)3/2 ( mq˜
1TeV
)4(250MeV
Λ
)3
, (2.7)
where ydij is the down-type Yukawa matrix, and we see that order one λ
′′ become easily
allowed.
The bound coming from double nucleon decay is more independent from flavour physics
as it can proceed through a diagram such as the one showed in figure 2 which does not require
flavour mixing on the squark lines. The diagram on the other hand still requires the insertion
of a gluino Majorana mass term. The best limit on this process also comes from the non-
observation of 16O decay to 14CK+K+ at Superkamiokande [47]. The bound on the partial
lifetime is found to be 1.7× 1032 years. A rough estimate for the amplitude can be obtained
in a similar way to the n− n¯ process [45, 48]. It leads to a bound on λ′′112 of the form:
λ′′112 . 2× 10−4
(
MD3
1TeV
)(
1GeV
m3/2
)1/2 ( mq˜
1TeV
)2(150MeV
Λ˜
)5/2
, (2.8)
where Λ˜ is the hadronic scale which is hard to estimate and introduces significant uncertainty
on the bound. It is expected to be suppressed compared to ΛQCD due to nucleon repulsion
[45, 48].
2With an MFV structure, there exists a basis where both the right-handed squark matrix and the gauge
Yukawa interactions involving down-type quarks are flavour diagonal.
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ud
u
u
d
u
u
s¯
s¯
u
u˜
g˜
u˜
Figure 2: Diagram mediating the pp→ K+K+ process.
2.1.2 Bounds from flavour physics
Flavour physics also puts strong bounds on the λ′′ parameters. The bounds are on products
of two λ′′s with different flavour structures [44, 49]. For example, there are loop diagrams
that contribute to K and ∆mK , leading to a bound of the form [49]:√
|Im(λ′′i23λ′′∗i13)2| . 2.8× 10−3
( mu˜i
1TeV
)
, (2.9)
from K while ∆mK gives:√
|Re(λ′′i23λ′′∗i13)2| . 4.6× 10−2
( mu˜i
1TeV
)
. (2.10)
There are also strong bounds on λ′′i23λ
′′∗
i12 from B-mixing and from bounds on BR(B
± → φpi±).
These bounds can be satisfied by having only one of the λ′′s sizable in the mass eigenstate
basis. Whether or not this can be easily achieved depends on the structure of the flavour
physics. For example it might be possible to arrange for one of the λ′′ to be dominant in the
gauge basis, but when rotating to the mass basis other flavour structures will be generated.
If the rotation has the same structure as the CKM matrix a λ′′312 coupling of order one in the
gauge basis is allowed by flavour physics constraints provided the squarks have masses in the
TeV range [49]. However, in order to satisfy the bound on λ′′112 from eq. (2.8), the rotation of
the right-handed up squarks from the gauge to the mass basis must induce a suppression of
∼ 10−4, and a CKM like structure will be insufficient. If λ′′313 is dominant in the gauge basis,
K − K¯ mixing constrains this coupling to be . 0.1, and in this case a CKM-like rotation
structure for the up squarks will put λ′′112 close to the bound of eq. (2.8).
2.2 Spectrum and parameter space
In view of the strong constraints on the λ′′ couplings, we focus from now on models where only
a single coupling of the form λ′′3ij is important. The relevant features of the phenomenology
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will crucially depend on the size of this coupling and on the spectrum. For example, for large
λ′′3ij single stop production can be important while a smaller coupling leads to pair production
being dominant. Large λ′′3ij couplings will also lead to the prompt decay of neutralinos to
a top quark and two jets, leading to a distinct phenomenology from the displaced vertices
characteristic of the small RPV coupling case.
In the limit where the U(1)R symmetry is exact there is a distinction between neutralinos
and antineutralinos. One of them has baryon number 1 and decays to tjj, while the other
has baryon number −1 and decays to t¯jj. In this case, the decay of a stop will always involve
opposite sign tops: t˜ → tχ¯0 → tt¯jj. However, in the presence of Majorana mass terms for
the gauginos, the Dirac neutralinos split into two Majorana states which can both decay to
either tjj or t¯jj. This is important for the phenomenology as in this case there will be a
signature with two same-sign leptons. We can see how this works by looking at a bino LSP
interacting with the stop through the following potential:
MD1 S˜B˜ +
1
2
M1B˜B˜ − 2
√
2
3
g′t˜†R(tRB˜) + λ
′′
323t˜R(bRsR) + h.c., (2.11)
where M1 is a small Majorana mass term for the bino. The mass eigenstates are two pseudo-
Dirac states [50] given by:
χB1 = i
1√
2
(B˜ − S˜)
χB2 =
1√
2
(B˜ + S˜)
with corrections of order M1/M
D
1 . The masses of the two eigenstates are given by m
B
1 =
MD1 −M1/2 and mB2 = MD1 + M1/2 to leading order. In term of the mass eigenstates, the
potential can then be written as:
mB1
2
χB1 χ
B
1 +
mB2
2
χB2 χ
B
2 + i
2g′
3
t˜†RtRχ
B
1 −
2g′
3
t˜†RtRχ
B
2 + λ
′′
323t˜R(bRsR) + h.c.. (2.12)
The decay of the stop can proceed via an on-shell χB1 or χ
B
2 as shown in figure 3. In the
case of a decay to ttjj, the two amplitudes have opposite sign and interfere destructively,
while for the decay to tt¯jj, the amplitudes have the same sign and add. Therefore for a
mass splitting smaller than the width of χB1 and χ
B
2 , decay chains with same sign tops are
suppressed whereas for a larger mass splitting they occur as often as opposite sign tops. In
our study of the LHC phenomenology we will compute the bound on squark masses as a
function of the λ′′3ij for bino and Higgsino-up LSP. For gravitino masses slightly above ∼ 1
GeV, for which the bound from proton decay to gravitino does not apply, the mass splitting
between the pseudo-Dirac neutralino states is small enough to be ignored for most processes,
except for the stop decay. A mass splitting of order 1 GeV is much larger than the typical
neutralino width and as a consequence decay chains with same-sign tops will occur. We will
also show bounds for a case where the U(1)R symmetry is nearly exact with no same-sign top
– 8 –
t˜R
t
χB1,2
t
t˜R
s
b
Figure 3: Decay of the stop through the two on-shell pseudo-Dirac states χB1 and χ
B
2 . When
the mass difference between the two states is smaller than the width, the diagram with χB1
cancels the one with χB2 .
signatures. This last case requires a very low m3/2, which might be difficult to achieve, but
could have interesting consequences for cosmology [51].
For our study of baryogenesis, we need to consider a different region of parameter space.
In order to have a gaugino that decays out of equilibrium and generate a baryon antibaryon
asymmetry through its decay, we will be led to consider a split spectrum with very heavy
scalar masses. The bounds on λ′′ are then considerably relaxed. Also, as explained in more
details in section 4 we will need to consider significantly larger mass splitting between the
gauginos which means larger U(1)R breaking.
3 Collider constraints
In this section we constrain the parameter space of the model by using a variety of LHC
searches. We focus on two different scenarios. The first scenario is resonant stop production
together with stop pair production. The second scenario is pair production of the first and
second generations of squarks. From here on out we simply refer to this scenario as squark
production. For both scenarios, we consider the cases in which the U(1)R symmetry is either
strictly preserved or, alternatively, broken. As mentioned above, whether or not the U(1)R
symmetry is broken changes the phenomenology.
3.1 Placing limits on stops
3.1.1 Stop production
The main phenomenological novelty of the model is the presence in the superpotential of the
term:
1
2
λ′′3ijU
c
3D
c
iD
c
j , (3.1)
which can only contain stops that are right-handed. Consequently, we concentrate on the
production of right-handed stops, which we simply refer to as stops from now on. The
left-handed stop, which does not mix with the right-handed one as it possesses a different
R-charge, is assumed to be decoupled.
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If any of λ′′312, λ′′313 or λ′′323 is non-zero, resonant stop production can potentially take
place at the LHC. For example, turning on λ′′312 will result in the partonic level processes
ds → t˜∗ and d¯s¯ → t˜, provided that the stop is not too heavy. Precisely, the partonic level
cross section for didj → t˜∗ is [52]:
σˆ(didj → t˜∗) = pi
6
|λ′′3ij |2
m2
t˜
δ(1−m2
t˜
/sˆ), (3.2)
where sˆ is the partonic centre of mass energy. Due to the valance down quark, the cross
section to produce t˜∗ is generally much larger than that to produce t˜ (although if only λ′′323
is non-zero than t˜∗ and t˜ are produced in roughly equal amounts). Additionally, due to the
small content of strange and bottom within the proton, stop production through λ′′312 is larger
than that through λ′′313, which is itself larger than that through λ′′323, assuming equal values
for λ′′312, λ′′313 and λ′′323. We use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [53] to calculate the leading order
(LO) cross section at centre of mass energies of 8 and 13 TeV for resonant stop production
(summing both t˜∗ and t˜) turning on λ′′312, λ′′313 and λ′′323 one at a time.3 In this fashion, all
constraints placed throughout this section assume only a single λ′′3ij is non-zero. Our limits
are then conservative compared to the case where multiple λ′′3ij are non-zero.
Naturally, the LO cross section will be corrected by next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD
effects. The NLO cross section for single stop production has been calculated in Ref. [55].
There, K-factors for each of the λ′′3ij are presented for stop masses between 200 and 800
GeV at a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV. It was found that the K-factors varied between
approximately 1.2 and 1.4. To account for this, we simply multiply the LO cross sections
computed with MadGraph by a constant K-factor of 1.3 for all stop masses. Figure 4 shows
the resulting cross sections where each λ′′3ij has been set individually to one.
As in the MSSM, stops will also be produced in pairs. However, due to the λ′′3ij coupling,
there are new diagrams that contribute. These diagrams consist of two λ′′3ij vertices, two initial
state quarks and a t-channel quark. Couplings of order one can give significant contributions
to the cross sections. For example, using MadGraph to compute the LO pair production cross
section for 200 GeV stops at 13 TeV, we find a 20% increase when λ′′312 is set to one compared
to when it is zero. However, as far as we know, NLO corrections have not been computed
for these new diagrams. Moreover, for λ′′3ij of order one, single top production dominates the
exclusion in most of the parameter space. For these reasons, we choose not to include this
new contribution to our stop pair production cross section. Instead, we compute the cross
section for this process using NLL-fast [56–58] and NNLL-fast [56, 57, 59, 60] for centre of
mass energies of 8 and 13 TeV, respectively. We verify the results using Prospino [61]. Our
limits from stop pair production are then conservative, particularly when the λ′′3ij are of order
one. The cross section is also shown in figure 4. As can be seen, resonant stop production is
quite a bit larger than stop pair production for any of the λ′′3ij set to unity.
3To simulate collisions, we used the Mathematica package FeynRules 2.0 [54] to produce our own MRSSM
MadGraph models, one with the U(1)R symmetry preserved and another with the symmetry broken.
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(a) 8 TeV (b) 13 TeV
Figure 4: Stop production at centre of mass energy of 8 and 13 TeV. Here σ(pp → stop)
stands for σ(pp → t˜∗) + σ(pp → t˜). For resonant stop production, only one λ′′3ij is non-zero
at a time.
3.1.2 Stop LSP
If the stop is the LSP, then it will decay directly into two quarks through the λ′′3ij coupling
with a branching ratio of one. In this situation, there are two processes of interest:
(1) pp→ t˜∗ → didj (2) pp→ t˜∗t˜→ didj d¯id¯j
where the final state quarks depend on which one λ′′3ij is non-zero. We now constrain the
parameter space using these two processes.
Let us focus on the first process. This case is sensitive to dijet searches performed at
the LHC. We examined many of these searches and selected the following ones to recast:
[62–64] from ATLAS and [65, 66] from CMS. The procedures used to recast these searches
are described below. Notably, each one of these searches is independent of the flavour of
the final state quarks as they do not utilize b-tagging. We also considered the ATLAS dijet
search [67] which does utilize b-tagging but found that the exclusion limits did not improve.
Particularly, search [64] provides stronger limits than [67]. The reason for this is that even
though [67] requires a b-tagged jet, the limits on the cross section times branching ratio times
acceptance between [64] and [67] are comparable. However, requiring a b-tagged jet results
in the acceptance for [67] being about half that of [64], thus making it less constraining.
Both the ATLAS and CMS experiments have developed special techniques to place limits
on low mass resonances decaying to dijets. The ATLAS technique is known as Trigger-
object Level Analysis (TLA) and was implemented in [63] to constrain masses below 1.1 TeV.
The CMS technique is known as data scouting and was implemented in searches [65, 66]
to constrain masses below 1.6 TeV. The low mass region is experimentally difficult due to a
combination of the limited bandwidth available to record events to disk and the large Standard
– 11 –
Model multijet rate. Either a large fraction of events must be discarded or stringent triggers
must be used in order to keep the amount of recorded data to an acceptable level. However,
both options limit the statistical power of the search. The TLA and data scouting approach
is to record only the portion of the event data, such as jet four-momenta, needed to perform
the dijet search. By doing so, event sizes can be reduced to 5% (2%) of what they would
normally be for ATLAS [63] (CMS [65]). This allows for more statistics and hence stronger
limits.
To recast ATLAS dijet searches, we followed the procedure within Appendix A of [62] to
set limits on models of new physics with Gaussian resonances. First, for each search we chose
a selection of stop masses M to sample. Then, for each M , we used MadGraph to generate
10000 events of resonant stop production with the stop subsequently decaying into quarks.
The events were given to PYTHIA 8.2 [68] to simulate non-perturbative effects and then fed
into Delphes 3 [69] for detector simulation. The package HepMC2 [70] was used to interface
between PYTHIA and Delphes. Next, code was written to implement the kinematic cuts.
The cuts for each search were:
[62] : |yj1 | < 2.8, |yj2 | < 2.8, pT j1 > 50 GeV, pT j2 > 50 GeV,
|∆yj1j2 | < 1.2, mj1j2 > 250 GeV, 0.8M < mj1j2 < 1.2M,
[63] : |ηj1 | < 2.8, |ηj2 | < 2.8, pT j1 > 185 GeV, pT j2 > 85 GeV,
|∆yj1j2 | <
{
0.6 if 425 GeV < mG < 550 GeV,
1.2 if 550 GeV < mG < 1100 GeV,
0.8M < mj1j2 < 1.2M,
[64] : pT j1 > 440 GeV, pT j2 > 60 GeV,
|∆yj1j2 | < 1.2, mj1j2 > 1100 GeV, 0.8M < mj1j2 < 1.2M,
where, for the two leading jets j1 and j2: yj1 and yj2 are their rapidities, ηj1 and ηj2 are
their pseudorapidities, pT j1 and pT j2 are their transverse momenta, ∆yj1j2 is the difference
between their rapidities and mj1j2 is their invariant mass. The cut 0.8M < mj1j2 < 1.2M
is designed to remove any long tails in the reconstructed mj1j2 distribution which has been
assumed to be Gaussian. The acceptance for a search is then the fraction of the events to
pass its cuts. The acceptances are shown in the top row of figure 5. Additionally, events
that passed had their values of mj1j2 recorded in a histogram. A Gaussian distribution was
then fit to the histogram and the standard deviation, σG, and mean, mG, were determined.
Finally, each search provided 95% CL upper limits on the cross section times branching ratio
times acceptance as a function of mG for different values of σG/mG. We found that the vast
majority of σG/mG values fell between 0.05 and 0.07.
Recasting CMS dijet searches followed a similar procedure up until applying the cuts. A
major component of the cuts centred around reconstructing two “wide jets”. The two leading
jets served as the seeds for the two wide jets and the four-momentum of any other jet would
be added to the closest leading jet if the two were separated by less than ∆R = 1.1. Then,
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(a) [62] (b) [63] (c) [64]
(d) [65] (e) [66]
Figure 5: Acceptances for the dijet searches recasted in this analysis. Top row: ATLAS
searches. Bottom row: CMS searches.
for a stop with mass M , the cuts for each search were:
[65] : HT =
∑
j
pT j > 250 GeV, ∆φj1j2 > pi/3, |∆ηJ1J2 | < 1.3, mJ1J2 > 390 GeV,
[66] : HT =
∑
j
pT j >
{
250 GeV if 0.6 TeV < M < 1.6 TeV,
800 GeV if 1.6 TeV < M < 7.5 TeV,
|∆ηJ1J2 | < 1.3,
mJ1J2 >
{
453 GeV if 0.6 TeV < M < 1.6 TeV,
1058 GeV if 1.6 TeV < M < 7.5 TeV,
where HT is the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all the jets, ∆φj1j2 is the azimuthal
angle between the two leading jets, and, for the two wide jets J1 and J2, ∆ηJ1J2 is the
difference between their pseudorapidities and mJ1J2 is their invariant mass. Once again, the
acceptance for a search is the fraction of the events to pass its cuts. The acceptances are
shown in the bottom row of figure 5. Both CMS searches provided 95% CL upper limits
on the cross section times branching ratio times acceptance for dijets originating from two
quarks.
It is also possible to constrain the parameter space using the second process outlined at
the beginning of this section, stop pair production with subsequent decay into four quarks.
As a matter of fact, there have been several experimental searches looking for exactly this
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Figure 6: Exclusion plot for a LSP stop. The area above each curve is excluded by dijet
searches. Additionally, the grey area is excluded by stop pair production with subsequent
decay into four quarks. As explained in the text, it applies equally to all λ′′3ij .
signature. These include searches [71–73] from ATLAS and [74] from CMS. We directly read
off the limits on the cross section times branching ratio as a function of stop mass. For stops
decaying only into quarks, the most powerful search is [73], which is independent of flavour of
the final state quarks. That is, it does not explicitly require b-tagged jets. This is in contrast
to the other searches, [71, 72] both require b-jets while [74] provides different limits depending
on whether or not b-jets are produced. As a result, the limits on the stop mass are the same
for all three λ′′3ij , once again assuming a branching ratio of one.
Combining the limits from the two types of searches considered in this section, we con-
strain the λ′′3ij and stop mass parameter space. The result is shown in figure 6. The small
white band of stop masses slightly above 400 GeV fails to be excluded due to an upward fluc-
tuation of the signal in the search [73]. Interestingly, for each λ′′3ij exclusion curve resulting
from the dijet searches, at least a portion of its left edge happens to fall directly in this small
unexcluded range. Future searches will likely close this gap. Disregarding this feature for
a moment, we see that stop masses up to 3870, 2910 and 1610 GeV are excluded for λ′′312,
λ′′313 and λ′′323 set to one, respectively. A similar plot is also presented within Ref. [32]. For
comparison, Ref. [32] found that stop masses up to 3150, 2830 and 1500 (plus a small region
between 1730 and 1870) GeV are excluded for λ′′312, λ′′313 and λ′′323 set to one, respectively.
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(a) Bino neutralino (b) Higgsino-up neutralino
Figure 7: Branching ratios for a 600 GeV stop as a function of of λ′′312. For both plots, the
neutralino mass has been set to 200 GeV.
3.1.3 Neutralino LSP
If the LSP is a neutralino, additional phenomenological possibilities emerge. However, the
stop is assumed to be right-handed, and as such couples only to the bino or the Higgsino-
up. Therefore, we focus on two different possibilities: the LSP neutralino is essentially pure
bino or essentially pure Higgsino-up. Naturally, for the Higgsino-up case, there is also an
accompanying chargino with approximately the same mass. The next lightest neutralino or
chargino is then taken to be heavier than the stop. This assures no cascade decays between
neutralinos which would complicate the possible decay topologies. This type of spectrum,
while not necessarily the most general, allows us to investigate the parameter space in a fairly
straightforward and intuitive manner. We mention here that throughout this section and the
section in which we constrain squarks, 3.2.2, we set tanβ = 10.
In general, there are now three different possibilities for how the stop can decay: t˜∗ →
didj , t˜
∗ → t¯χ0 or t˜∗ → b¯χ−. The first decay mode occurs, as before, through the λ′′3ij
coupling. For the last two decay modes, χ0 refers to the lightest neutralino and χ− is the
lightest chargino. Of course, if the LSP is a bino neutralino, only the first two decays will
have non-zero branching ratios. On the other hand, if the Higgsino-up neutralino is the LSP
then all three decay modes will occur. For both cases, we compute the branching ratios for
the stop into each of the possible final states. For example, figure 7 presents the branching
ratios for a 600 GeV stop as a function of λ′′312, with the neutralino mass set to 200 GeV.
As the figure shows, the stop decays mostly into dijets for λ′′312 of order one, while the other
modes quickly begin to dominate for lesser values.
We now discuss the decay modes for the neutralinos and charginos, starting with the
latter. Along with the normal decay of the chargino into the neutralino and a W boson,
the λ′′3ij coupling allows for an additional decay into three quarks through an off-shell stop.
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Precisely, this new decay is χ− → bt˜∗ → bdidj . For the type of spectrum under consideration,
the splitting between the chargino and neutralino is quite small. It then follows that the decay
of the chargino into a neutralino and an off-shell W boson is highly phase space suppressed.
As a result, for essentially all values of λ′′3ij and stop masses considered in this analysis,
the RPV decay for the chargino dominates. We explicitly checked this by computing the
branching ratios for the chargino and confirmed that this is indeed the case. Unless otherwise
stated, we consider the chargino to decay into three quarks with a branching ratio of one.
Due to the λ′′3ij coupling, the neutralino is also unstable and will decay into three quarks.
This decay also occurs within the RPVMSSM but there is now an important difference. As
explained in section 2.2, our model has Dirac neutralinos which split into two pseudo-Dirac
states once the small U(1)R breaking is taken into account. For Dirac neutralinos, there is only
a single decay mode while for pseudo-Dirac neutralinos there are two. Specifically, the decay
mode for Dirac neutralinos is χ0 → tt˜∗ → tdidj (the antineutralino decay is χ¯0 → t¯t˜→ t¯d¯id¯j).
Pseudo-Dirac neutralinos can decay by χ0 → tt˜∗ → tdidj or χ0 → t¯t˜ → t¯d¯id¯j . For a mass
splitting, proportional to the scale of the U(1)R breaking, larger than the width, the two
decay modes for the pseudo-Dirac neutralinos become equally relevant. The neutralinos will
then behave similarly to the standard Majorana neutralinos of the RPVMSSM. Conversely,
for mass splitting smaller than the width, the neutralino behaves as a purely Dirac state with
a single decay mode.
To demonstrate this feature, consider 600 GeV stops decaying through approximately 200
GeV binos with λ′′312 = 1. In figure 8 we show the partial decay widths and corresponding
branching ratios for the stop as a function of the bino Majorana mass term. The branching
ratios for the two different decays become equal when the Majorana mass is about five times
the decay width of the neutralinos. We thoroughly explore the parameter space and find
equivalent behaviour for the opposite sign and same sign decay widths. However, we note
that this result crucially depends on the neutralinos being produced on-shell. If the stops
decay through off-shell neutralinos, then the propagators of the neutralinos are not inversely
proportional to their widths. In this case, the equality of branching ratios occurs when the
mass splitting is comparable to the Dirac mass.4
To understand the phenomenological significance of this, suppose a t˜∗ is produced at the
LHC and that it decays into a top and a neutralino. Then, for Dirac neutralinos, the final
state quarks will always be t¯tdidj while, for Majorana neutralinos, the final state quarks can
either be t¯tdidj or t¯t¯d¯id¯j . Resonant stop production with Majorana neutralinos can lead to
same sign tops whereas opposite sign tops are always produced for Dirac neutralinos. Same
4Although this discussion has been in terms of a bino LSP, similar results also hold for a Higgsino-up LSP.
However, as a Majorana mass term for the Higgsino-up is not necessarily generated, the mass splitting between
the two pseudo-Dirac Higgsino-up neutralinos results from a combination of Majorana gaugino masses for the
bino and wino and mixing. For example, setting λ′′312 = 1, mt˜ = 600 GeV, µu = 200 GeV, M
D
1 = M
D
2 = 10 TeV
and M1 and M2 to their anomaly mediation masses, we find equal branching ratios for opposite sign and same
sign tops resulting from stop decays for m3/2 & 7× 10−2 GeV. If the Dirac masses for the bino and wino are
lowered to 1 TeV, then equal branching ratios occur for m3/2 & 3× 10−4 GeV.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: Partial decay widths (a) and branching ratios (b) for 600 GeV stops decaying into
opposite sign (OS) and same sign (SS) tops through approximately 200 GeV bino neutralinos
with λ′′312 = 1.
sign tops can potentially lead to same sign leptons, which is a powerful phenomenological
signature for separating signal from background. In contrast, a final state of t¯tdidj is difficult
to distinguish from a background such as tt¯ and jets. Similarly, stop pair production is also
affected by whether or not the neutralino is Dirac or Majorana. If both stops decay into
neutralinos, then a total of four tops will be produced. Dirac neutralinos will always result
in two positively and two negatively charged tops. However, Majorana neutralinos will result
in two positively and two negatively charged tops only half of the time. For the other half,
three tops with the same sign will be produced, along with a single top with the opposite
sign. Of note, the latter case has a larger probability of producing a same sign lepton pair.
There is one more possible decay mode that we need to consider. If the Majorana mass
term is large enough so that the mass splitting between the pseudo-Dirac neutralino states
is non-negligible, then the decays χB2 → χB1 Z and χB2 → χB1 h potentially open up. In these
decays the Z and h are off-shell for small mass splittings. However, for all neutralino masses
and λ′′3ij couplings considered in this analysis, the decay width for the neutralinos is relatively
small (generally less than 1 GeV). As a result, only a modest Majorana mass term is needed
to ensure that opposite sign and same sign tops are produced equally from stop decays. Thus,
we make the following assumption. If the U(1)R symmetry is broken, then the Majorana mass
term is large enough such that the stops decay into opposite sign and same sign tops with
equal branching ratios, while, at the same time, is small enough so that the decays χB2 → χB1 Z
and χB2 → χB1 h can be safely ignored. This also has the added benefit of making the analysis
of the possible decay chains simpler. Finally, we also note that under this assumption, the
phenomenology of the MRSSM with a broken U(1)R symmetry is essentially identical to the
RPVMSSM.
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Now that we have discussed the various decay modes for the stop, neutralino and chargino,
we consider all processes involving stop production. First, consider the case were the U(1)R
symmetry is strictly preserved. Then, enumerating all the possibilities, we get the following
list:
(1) pp→ t˜∗ → didj (2) pp→ t˜∗ → t¯χ0 → t¯tdidj (3) pp→ t˜∗ → b¯χ− → b¯bdidj
(4)
pp→ t˜∗t˜
→ didj d¯id¯j (5)
pp→ t˜∗t˜→ t¯χ0tχ¯0
→ t¯tdidjtt¯d¯id¯j (6)
pp→ t˜∗t˜→ b¯χ−bχ+
→ b¯bdidjbb¯d¯id¯j
(7)
pp→ t˜∗t˜→ didjtχ¯0
→ didjtt¯d¯id¯j (8)
pp→ t˜∗t˜→ didjbχ+
→ didjbb¯d¯id¯j (9)
pp→ t˜∗t˜→ t¯χ0bχ+
→ t¯tdidjbb¯d¯id¯j .
If, instead, the U(1)R symmetry is broken, then processes 2, 5, 7 and 9 need to be modified:
(2) pp→ t˜∗ → t¯χ0 →
{
t¯tdidj
t¯t¯d¯id¯j
(5) pp→ t˜∗t˜→ t¯χ0tχ0 →

t¯tdidjtt¯d¯id¯j
t¯tdidjttdidj
t¯t¯d¯id¯jtt¯d¯id¯j
t¯t¯d¯id¯jttdidj
(7) pp→ t˜∗t˜→ didjtχ0 →
{
didjtt¯d¯id¯j
didjttdidj
(9) pp→ t˜∗t˜→ t¯χ0bχ+ →
{
t¯tdidjbb¯d¯id¯j
t¯t¯d¯id¯jbb¯d¯id¯j .
Where appropriate, each process also includes its charge conjugated version.
Processes 1 and 4 can be constrained by using the results for stop LSP (section 3.1.2) with
appropriate modifications to the branching ratios. When presenting plots of the parameter
space, the region ruled out by process 1 is referred to as the region excluded by dijets searches.
Likewise, the region ruled out by process 4 is referred to as the region excluded by paired dijet
searches. Further exclusion is possible if other types of experimental searches are considered.
Our methodology for choosing which searches to recast is as follows. First, there have been
several experimental searches featuring supersymmetric particles decaying through the λ′′3ij
couplings. We select three of the most recent searches of this variety. These are [75–77],
of which all are from ATLAS. Next, notice that many of the different possible final states
contain either four tops or two same sign tops. We therefore examine searches that constrain
these types of final states. This led us to choosing searches [78, 79] from ATLAS and [80]
from CMS. A brief outline of the strategy for each search is summarized in table 2. The
region of parameter space ruled out by these searches is referred to as the region excluded by
neutralino LSP searches.
The procedure used to recast these searches is similar to the procedures used to recast
dijets searches described above. First, the neutralino mass is set to 200 GeV and the stop mass
is scanned between 200 and 1000 GeV. For all combinations, we use MadGraph, PYTHIA and
Delphes to simulate 10000 events for each of the nine possible decay chains. This was done
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Collaboration Search Strategy
ATLAS [75]
2 (potentially negative) same sign leptons,
total number of leptons,
jets with pT > 25, 40 or 50 GeV, b-jets,
MET, meff =
∑
jets
leptons
pT + MET
ATLAS [76]
large (R = 1.0) jets Ji,
pT J1 > 440 GeV, |∆ηJ1J2 | < 1.4,
MΣJ =
4∑
i=1
mJi , small (R = 0.4) b-jets
ATLAS [77]
at least 1 lepton,
jets with pT > 40 or 60 GeV,
b-jets with pT > 40 or 60 GeV
ATLAS [78]
exactly 1 lepton, jets, b-jets,
mass-tagged jets = large (R = 1.0) jets with cuts,
mmin ∆Rbb = invariant mass of closest b-jets,
MET, MET + MT (`,MET)
where MT = transverse mass
ATLAS [79]
2 same sign leptons, jets, b-jets,
MET, HT =
∑
jets
leptons
pT
CMS [80]
2 same sign leptons, jets, b-jets,
MminT = min(MT (`1,MET),MT (`2,MET))
where MT = transverse mass,
MET, HT =
∑
jets
pT
Table 2: Neutralino LSP searches. For searches [76, 78], we use FastJet [81, 82] for manipu-
lating large (R = 1) jets. This mainly involves jet reclustering and jet trimming. Additionally,
searches that feature missing transverse energy (MET) either have very lenient cuts on this
quantity or also contain signal regions probing R-parity conserving (RPC) supersymmetry
signatures.
twice for processes 2, 5, 7 and 9, once with the U(1)R symmetry preserved and a second time
with it broken. Code was implemented to simulate the cuts for each of the six searches. We
verified our code by reproducing each search with good accuracy. Using the simulated events,
our code produced acceptances for every signal region described within each search. Then,
within the stop mass and λ′′3ij parameter space, the acceptances are combined with production
cross sections and appropriate branching ratios to determine the number of expected signals
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for each signal region. The 95% CL upper limit for each signal region were then determined.
Searches [75–77] explicitly provided these upper limits. Conversely, searches [78–80] did not,
and so we calculate the upper limits using the CLS technique [83, 84]. A point in parameter
space is then excluded if the expected number of signals in any of the signal regions exceed
its upper limit.
The region of small λ′′3ij can additionally be constrained by searches for displaced vertices.
The efficiency for reconstructing a single displaced vertex is to good approximation only a
function of the mass m and decay length cτ of the particle involved. We make the further
approximation that this function, which we call f(m, cτ), can be factorized as f1(m)f2(cτ).
This is justified by the results of Ref. [85], which presents upper limits on the cross section
for pair production of hadronically decaying neutralinos as a function of their mass for a fixed
decay length. These results are based on the CMS search [86]. The function f1(m) can be
read from Ref. [85] up to a multiplicative factor that can be absorbed in f2(cτ). The latter
function can be extracted from Ref. [87], which presents exclusion limits on displaced vertices
for Higgsino LSP in the parameter space of Higgsino mass and decay length. These results
are based on the same search and assume charged Higgsinos decay promptly to the almost
degenerate neutral one. Higgsinos are again assumed to be pair produced and for the lightest
one to decay hadronically. Knowing the cross section involved and upper limit on the signal,
f2(cτ) can be reconstructed everywhere except for very short and very long decay lengths.
In these regions, the efficiency decreases exponentially as expected and we extrapolate this
behaviour. This allows for a complete reconstruction of f(m, cτ), which is shown in figure 9.
Next, note that the displaced vertices in our model result from neutralino decays. We
consider both neutralino pair production and neutralinos produced from stop decays. Fur-
thermore, in this part of the parameter space, we assume the Higgsino-up charginos decay
dominantly into neutralinos. This is in contrast to our previous benchmark points where the
RPV decay for charginos was assumed. For small values of λ′′3ij the charginos will decay into
neutralinos provided that the spectrum is not too degenerate. A large enough splitting can
easily be generated provided that the wino is not exceptionally heavy. To compute the cross
sections for Higgsino-up and bino pair production we use Prospino. The bino cross section
depends on the masses for the first and second generations of squarks. We consider two dif-
ferent cases. For the first case, we decouple the squarks by setting their masses to 10 TeV.
For the second case, we set their masses to 1 TeV. Combining these cross sections with the
known f(m, cτ), limits on displaced vertices can easily be applied to our parameter spaces
using once again Ref. [86].
Combining all types of constraints discussed above, we present exclusion plots within the
stop mass and λ′′3ij parameter space. Figures 10 and 11 show the regions excluded provided
that the U(1)R symmetry is strictly preserved for bino LSP and Higgsino-up LSP, respectively.
Similarly, figures 12 and 13 show the regions excluded when the U(1)R symmetry is broken,
again for bino LSP and Higgsino-up LSP, respectively. Notice that the limits coming from
the neutralino LSP searches (green area) do not extend into the smallest values of λ′′3ij shown
in the plots. These searches rely on promptly decaying particles and so we conservatively
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: The efficiency for reconstructing a single vertex f(m, cτ) for (a) fixed m = 1 TeV
and (b) fixed cτ = 0.1 m for the CMS search [86].
cutoff their exclusion capabilities when the neutralino’s decay length becomes longer than 1
mm [87]. The green area excluded for λ′′3ij . 0.1 mostly results from stop pair production
with subsequent decay into neutralinos. Larger stop masses are excluded for the bino than
the Higgsino-up for this range of λ′′3ij coupling because there is no competing chargino decay.
The green area for λ′′3ij & 0.1 is mostly excluded by resonant stop production with subsequent
decay through neutralinos. Note that quite a bit more of this parameter space is excluded
when the U(1)R symmetry is broken. This is largely due to the production of same sign tops
which is absent when the U(1)R symmetry is preserved. Another interesting feature for this
part of the parameter space is that approximately equal areas are excluded for λ′′312 and λ′′313.
The reason for this is that while the cross section for resonant stop production is smaller for
λ′′313, the efficiencies are generally larger than for λ′′312 due to the production of extra bottom
quarks. These two effects are seen to approximately compensate one another.
Figures 12 and 13, with the U(1)R symmetry broken, are similar to figures shown in Ref.
[32]. (The figures within Ref. [32] are presented within a RPVMSSM context. However, as
previously noted, the phenomenology of the MRSSM with the U(1)R symmetry broken is
nearly identical to the RPVMSSM.) Our neutralino LSP searches exclude larger amounts of
the parameter space than the corresponding searches considered by Ref. [32]. This is simply
because we use more recent, and, in particular, 13 TeV experimental searches. Our exclusion
regions for displaced vertices searches are, on the other hand, significantly smaller than Ref.
[32].
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Figure 10: Exclusion plots for a 200 GeV bino neutralino LSP with the U(1)R symmetry
strictly preserved. The grey region on the left side of the plots (mt˜ . 375 GeV) is excluded by
paired dijet searches. Next, consider the middle region of the plots. Starting from large λ′′3ij
couplings and working downwards, the blue region is excluded by dijet searches, the green
region is excluded by neutralino LSP searches and the red regions are excluded by displaced
vertices searches. Bino pair production, which contributes to the displaced vertices limits,
depends on the masses of the first and second generations of squarks. Setting the masses of
these squarks to 10 TeV results in the darker red region being excluded. Instead, setting the
masses of these squarks to 1 TeV excludes both the darker red and lighter red regions.
3.2 Placing limits on first and second generation squarks
3.2.1 Squark production
As previously mentioned, the label squarks refers to only the first and second generations. Ex-
plicitly, we consider the states d˜L, u˜L, s˜L, c˜L, d˜R, u˜R, s˜R and c˜R and their charge conjugates.
The squarks are taken to be mass degenerate.
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Figure 11: Exclusion plots for a 200 GeV Higgsino-up neutralino LSP with the U(1)R
symmetry strictly preserved. The grey region on the left side of the plots (mt˜ . 205 GeV) is
excluded by paired dijet searches. Next, consider the middle region of the plots. Starting from
large λ′′3ij couplings and working downwards, the blue region is excluded by dijet searches,
the green region is excluded by neutralino LSP searches and the red region is excluded by
displaced vertices searches.
As we are considering the λ′′3ij couplings, squarks can only be produced in pairs. In
general, squark pairs are produced either from initial state gluons or initial state quarks
with a t-channel gluino propagator. (We again ignore potential squark production involving
two λ′′3ij couplings.) Although, due to the Dirac nature of gluino, some of the production
mechanisms present in the MSSM are forbidden within the MRSSM. In particular, diagrams
which require a gluino Majorana mass insertion are forbidden [23, 24]. This prevents the
production of q˜Lq˜L, q˜Rq˜R and q˜Lq˜
∗
R and their charge conjugates. Additionally, breaking the
U(1)R symmetry with a small gluino mass will only reintroduce the forbidden diagrams by
negligible amounts. There is no enhancement comparable to stops decaying into same sign
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Figure 12: Exclusion plots for a 200 GeV bino neutralino LSP with the U(1)R symmetry
broken. The grey region on the left side of the plots (mt˜ . 375 GeV) is excluded by paired dijet
searches. Next, consider the middle region of the plots. Starting from large λ′′3ij couplings
and working downwards, the blue region is excluded by dijet searches, the green region is
excluded by neutralino LSP searches and the red regions are excluded by displaced vertices
searches. Bino pair production, which contributes to the displaced vertices limits, depends on
the masses of the first and second generations of squarks. Setting the masses of these squarks
to 10 TeV results in the darker red region being excluded. Instead, setting the masses of these
squarks to 1 TeV excludes both the darker red and lighter red regions.
tops. As noted above, this enhancement requires the neutralino from the stop decay to be
produced on-shell. Here, the four-momentum of the t-channel gluino is spacelike and thus
the gluino is never on-shell.
As a result, we are interested in the production of q˜Lq˜
∗
L, q˜Rq˜
∗
R, q˜Lq˜R and q˜
∗
Lq˜
∗
R. We use
MadGraph to calculate the LO cross sections for these final states. To estimate higher order
effects, we use NNLL-fast [59, 88–94] to compute MSSM K-factors for squark-antisquark and
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Figure 13: Exclusion plots for a 200 GeV Higgsino-up neutralino LSP with the U(1)R
symmetry broken. The grey region on the left side of the plots (mt˜ . 205 GeV) is excluded
by paired dijet searches. Next, consider the middle region of the plots. Starting from large
λ′′3ij couplings and working downwards, the blue region is excluded by dijet searches, the green
region is excluded by neutralino LSP searches and the red region is excluded by displaced
vertices searches.
squark-squark production as a function of the mass of the squarks. The gluino mass is set to
2 TeV for both steps. Below, we present plots using both the LO and the MSSM K-factor
improved cross sections.
3.2.2 Neutralino LSP
To avoid long lived squarks, we require a neutralino LSP. We again only consider a bino
neutralino or a Higgsino-up neutralino. Furthermore, we consider the stop heavier than the
squarks but light enough so that the neutralinos and charginos decay promptly. Then, the
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possible decay chains are:
(1)
pp→ q˜∗q˜
→ di/jtd¯i/j t¯
(2)
pp→ q˜∗q˜ → q¯χ0qχ¯0
→ q¯tdidjqt¯d¯id¯j (3)
pp→ q˜∗q˜ → q¯′χ+q′χ−
→ q¯′b¯d¯id¯jq′bdidj
(4)
pp→ q˜∗q˜ → di/jtqχ¯0
→ di/jtqt¯d¯id¯j
(5)
pp→ q˜∗q˜ → di/jtq′χ−
→ di/jtq′bdidj
(6)
pp→ q˜∗q˜ → q¯χ0q′χ−
→ q¯tdidjq′bdidj .
The decays involving the λ′′3ij coupling can only occur for squarks d˜R and s˜R and their charge
conjugates. The notation di/j stands for di or dj . Whether the final state is di or dj depends
on which squark is decaying and which one of the λ′′3ij is non-zero. The other squarks are
required to decay through either a neutralino or chargino. If, instead, the U(1)R symmetry
is broken, then processes 2, 4 and 6 are modified:
(2) pp→ q˜∗q˜ → q¯χ0qχ0 →

q¯tdidjqt¯d¯id¯j
q¯tdidjqtdidj
q¯t¯d¯id¯jqt¯d¯id¯j
q¯t¯d¯id¯jqtdidj
(4) pp→ q˜∗q˜ → di/jtqχ0 →
{
di/jtqt¯d¯id¯j
di/jtqtdidj
(6) pp→ q˜∗q˜ → q¯χ0q′χ− →
{
q¯tdidjq
′bdidj
q¯t¯d¯id¯jq
′bdidj .
Note that these are very similar to the decay chains for stop pair production. Although, a
major difference is that at most two tops are produced whereas stop pair production resulted
in four tops. If the U(1)R symmetry is broken, then production of two same sign leptons can
still potentially take place, but now with a much lower probability than in the stop scenario.
A nearly identical procedure to the one described above is used to constrain the parameter
space. Here, we scan the stop mass and neutralino mass parameter space simulating each of
the decay chains above. The acceptances are once again determined for the neutralino LSP
searches of table 2. We then compute the branching ratios for each of the squarks. Combining
the cross sections, branching ratios and acceptances, we produce exclusion curves within the
stop mass and neutralino mass parameter space.
Figures 14 and 15 present the exclusions curves for bino and Higgsino-up LSP, respec-
tively. For each plot, the λ′′3ij have been set to one. Note that curves are shown only for the
case in which the U(1)R symmetry is preserved. As previously noted, breaking the symmetry
only introduces a small probability of producing a same sign lepton pair. Consequently, the
searches that require same sign leptons are less constraining then the searches that require
multiple jets. The ATLAS search [77], which does not rely on a same sign lepton pair, dom-
inates for the entirety of the exclusion curve for both the U(1)R symmetry preserved and
broken. As a result, the exclusion curves are for the two cases are the same. Additionally, the
cases λ′′313 and λ′′323 are presented together. The only difference between these two cases is the
production of down versus strange quarks, which is irrelevant to the searches involved. An
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(a) λ′′312 (b) λ
′′
313 / λ
′′
323
Figure 14: Exclusion curves within the neutralino-squark mass parameter space for a bino
neutralino. Figure (a) presents λ′′312 = 1 while (b) presents either λ′′313 = 1 or λ′′323 = 1. The
dashed green curves assume leading order squark production whereas the solid blue curves
include MSSM K-factors.
interesting feature is that the excluded region prefers large neutralino masses. This follows
from the decay chains as most of the final state quarks come from decaying neutralinos or
charginos. This is in contrast to RPC MSSM searches with decaying squarks, which exclude
light neutralino masses preferentially (see figure 11(a) of the ATLAS search [95] for example).
Finally, these limits on squark production are presented in a MRSSM framework. However,
the exclusion curves can also be seen as lower limits for the RPVMSSM as the major difference
is the exclusion of some of the possible production cross sections.
4 Breaking of U(1)R baryon number as an explanation of baryogenesis
Supersymmetry with an U(1)R baryon number presents a unique possibility to address baryo-
genesis. Indeed, the U(1)R symmetry is broken by the gravitino mass and the breaking
could be transmitted to the SM sector through anomaly mediation or through Planck scale
suppressed operators. This signifies a breaking of baryon number conservation, which can
potentially lead to matter-antimatter asymmetry.
In this section, we discuss whether this can lead to successful baryogenesis. Essentially,
Dirac binos are split into two Majorana gauginos by the introduction of Majorana masses.
The resulting binos decouple early and decay out of equilibrium. The heaviest bino presents
an asymmetry in its decay to baryons and antibaryons, while the lightest one can exhibit
similar behaviour in the presence of light gluinos. This leads to a net baryon density. For the
mechanism to be successful, a Mini-Split [96] spectrum is however required. The mechanism
is therefore similar to previous works on baryogenesis within a Mini-Split scenario [38, 40, 41].
See also [97] for the LHC phenomenology of such models.
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(a) λ′′312 (b) λ
′′
313 / λ
′′
323
Figure 15: Exclusion curves within the neutralino-squark mass parameter space for a
Higgsino-up neutralino. Figure (a) presents λ′′312 = 1 while (b) presents either λ′′313 = 1
or λ′′323 = 1. The dashed green curves assume leading order squark production whereas the
solid blue curves include MSSM K-factors.
This section goes as follows. We first discuss the impact of U(1)R breaking on the gaugino
sector and the assumptions on the parameter space. We then calculate the decay widths of
the binos and their scattering cross sections. We finally discuss our calculation of the baryon
relic density and present some results.
4.1 U(1)R breaking
The U(1)R breaking manifests itself in the gaugino sector mainly via the introduction of
Majorana masses which modify the mass eigenstates structure of the gauginos. We consider
the effect of this for both binos and gluinos. For binos, the mass Lagrangian becomes:
Lmasses = −1
2
(
B˜ S˜
)(M1 MD1
MD1 ρ1
)(
B˜
S˜
)
+ h.c., (4.1)
where ρ1 is the singlino Majorana mass which we add for generality’s sake. The Majorana
masses cause the Dirac bino to split into two Majorana particles of different masses. We label
the lightest one by χB1 and the heaviest by χ
B
2 . We refer to their masses as m
B
1 and m
B
2
respectively. The bino and the singlino will then be a linear combination of mass eigenstates
of the form:
B˜ = a1χ
B
1 + a2χ
B
2 ,
S˜ = b1χ
B
1 + b2χ
B
2 .
(4.2)
For convenience, we refer to χB1 and χ
B
2 as binos when the context is clear.
Similar results hold for gluinos, where masses are instead labeled as MD3 , M3 and ρ3.
The result is two eigenstates χg1 and χ
g
2 of mass m
g
1 and m
g
2 respectively. They are related to
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gauge eigenstates by:
g˜ = c1χ
g
1 + c2χ
g
2,
O˜ = d1χ
g
1 + d2χ
g
2.
(4.3)
Other U(1)R breaking terms could also potentially affect our results. First, A-terms
could be introduced, but their effects are typically suppressed by the scalar masses which are
assumed large in Mini-Split. Even if they were important, they would not spoil any mechanism
and could in fact be used for generating additional baryon asymmetry. Second, the µ-term of
the MSSM could reappear in the superpotential. As will be further discussed in section 4.3,
this would spoil a mechanism that allows for the Higgsinos to be lighter than in simple Mini-
Split versions of the MSSM. The µ-term can however be naturally small as it is a coefficient
in the superpotential. Finally, the most dangerous possibility is soft-terms that mix Higgses
such as HuRd + h.c. and H
†
uRu + h.c.. These terms can lead to the lightest Higgs containing
parts of Ru and Rd, which would also reintroduce the need for heavy Higgsinos. This effect
can however be suppressed by Ru and Rd having large soft masses, which we assume from
now on to be the case. The only U(1)R breaking that we consider is then the Majorana
masses. One property of anomaly mediation worth mentioning is that the problematic terms
are either not generated or are suppressed.
4.2 Assumptions on the parameter space
In the mechanism that we consider, the baryon asymmetry originates from the decay of
the binos to three quarks through the λ′′ijk coupling. However, the Nanopoulos-Weinberg
theorem [98] states that, if a particle is to exhibit an asymmetry in its decay to baryons and
antibaryons, it must also be able to decay via a baryon number conserving channel. In our
case, this corresponds to decays to quarks and lighter gauginos. Nonetheless, it is necessary
for the baryon number breaking decays to dominate. Else, the baryon asymmetry will be
suppressed by a small branching ratio. This will require some of the λ′′ijk to be of O(0.1) or
more. As explained in section 2.1, this is only possible for a few of them, though the fact
that the optimal region of parameter space that we will obtain corresponds to a Mini-Split
spectrum relaxes the constraints on several λ′′ijk. As such, we assume that a single λ
′′
ijk is
non-zero and refer to it as λ′′. The generalization to several non-zero λ′′ijk’s is trivial. We
refer to the associated up quark as u1 and the associated down quarks as d1 and d2. We
choose to concentrate on the case of a single relevant right-handed sdown-type squark and
take it to be d˜2. Analytical results can easily be converted to multiple sdown-type squarks
or right-handed sup-type squarks.
We also assume that d˜2 is considerably heavier than the binos. This is necessary for
two reasons. First, binos are required to decay after they decouple to avoid washout effects.
This is simply stating that the decay must be out of equilibrium to satisfy the Sakharov
conditions [31]. We will use this fact to calculate would-be relic number densities of binos
which corresponds to what the relic densities would be if the binos were stable. Second, the
binos are also required to decouple early. This is simply a question that the baryon number
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density coming from bino decay is several orders of magnitude smaller than the bino would-be
number relic density. We define x = mB2 /T and label the value of x around which the bino
decouples by xf . A viable baryogenesis will typically require xf < 5 [38].
Additionally, we assume that winos are heavy. We also consider Higgsinos to be heavy
but not so much as to be irrelevant. This opens a decay channel to Higgses. Finally, we
assume for simplicity’s sake that χB2 is considerably heavier than the electroweak scale.
4.3 Binos decays
We now proceed to list the widths associated to all χB1 and χ
B
2 decay channels. We neglect
the mass of all quarks.
4.3.1 Baryon breaking decay at tree-level
The binos can decay to three quarks with a tree-level decay width of:
ΓχBi →u1d1d2 =
g′2Y 2d |aiλ′′|2
512pi3
(mBi )
5
m4
d˜2
, (4.4)
where Yd = 1/3 is the weak hypercharge of d2. The tree-level decay width to antiquarks is
the same.
4.3.2 Decay of χB2 to χ
B
1 and quarks
The baryon conserving decay of χB2 to d2, d2 and χ
B
1 corresponds to a decay width of:
ΓχB2 →χB1 d2d2 =
g′4Y 4d
256pi3
[
|a1a2|2f
(
mB1
mB2
)
+ 2Re{a21a∗22 }
mB1
mB2
g
(
mB1
mB2
)]
(mB2 )
5
m4
d˜2
, (4.5)
where:
f(x) = (1− 8x2 − 12x4 lnx2 + 8x6 − x8)θ(1− x),
g(x) = (1 + 9x2 + 6x2(1 + x2) lnx2 − 9x4 − x6)θ(1− x). (4.6)
4.3.3 Decay of χBi to χ
g
j and quarks
If a bino χBi is heavier than a gluino χ
g
j , it can also decay to this gluino and quarks with a
decay width of:
ΓχBi →χgjd2d2 =
g′2g2sY 2d
192pi3
[
|aicj |2f
(
mgj
mBi
)
+ 2Re{a2i c∗2j }
mgj
mBi
g
(
mgj
mBi
)]
(mBi )
5
m4
d˜2
. (4.7)
4.3.4 Decay of χB2 to χ
B
1 and Higgses
An example of a diagram that leads to decay of χB2 to χ
B
1 and two Higgses is shown in figure
16. This decay leads to the only width that is only suppressed by two powers of a superpartner
mass. Other decay processes are instead suppressed by four. As such, the Higgsinos are in
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Figure 16: Example of diagram contributing to the baryon conserving decays of χB2 to χ
B
1
and Higgses.
general required to be considerably heavier than the scalars. The masses of the Higgs doublets
are then approximatively given by:
Lmasses = −
(
H†u H˜†d
)(µ2u Bµ
Bµ µ
2
d
)(
Hu
H˜d
)
, (4.8)
where H˜d = iσ
2H∗d and where we assumed that µu, µd and Bµ are real. Requiring one of the
Higgses to be light necessitates B2µ = µ
2
uµ
2
d. The resulting light Higgs HL is then given by:
HL =
1√
µ2u + µ
2
d
(
µdHu + µuH˜d
)
. (4.9)
In this limit, the corresponding decay width is given by:
ΓχB2 →χB1 HLH∗L =
1
768pi3
[
|C12|2u
(
mB1
mB2
)
+ 3Re{C212}
mB1
mB2
v
(
mB1
mB2
)]
(mB2 )
3, (4.10)
where:
u(x) = (1− x2)3θ(1− x), v(x) = (1 + 2x2 lnx2 − x4)θ(1− x), (4.11)
and:
Cij =
g′
µ2u + µ
2
d
(
λsu
µ2d
µu
− λsd
µ2u
µd
)
(aibj + ajbi). (4.12)
A similar result exists for Mini-Split leptogenesis. In this case, the wino is required to be
lighter than the bino for leptogenesis to occur. The bino can then decay to the wino and
Higgses with a decay width of [38]:
ΓMSSM
B˜→W˜HLH∗L
=
(YHg1g2)
2
384pi3
M31
µ2
, (4.13)
where YH = 1/2 is the weak hypercharge of the Higgs doublet and the wino mass was
neglected. The main difference of eq. (4.10) is the presence of λsu and λ
s
d, which is an effect of
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Figure 17: Example of diagram contributing to the decay of χB2 to χ
B
1 and a photon.
the extended Higgs sector. Being coefficients in the superpotential, λsu and λ
s
d can naturally
be small and the Higgsinos are not required to be as heavy as in the MSSM. As was alluded
to earlier, this mechanism can however be spoiled by the presence of either a µ-term or soft-
terms like HuRd + h.c.. These terms would allow for diagrams that do not require λ
s
u and λ
s
d.
That is why we needed to make assumptions to limit their effects.
We note that the width of this decay channel does not go to zero when λsu and λ
s
d are
zero, but that it would instead be suppressed by higher powers of µu and µd. We also note
that this result is not exact as the decay will typically take place after electroweak phase
transition (EWPT). The degrees of freedom involved will not be the same and the exact
expression depends on the precise details of the scalar sector. As we are more interested in a
proof of principle, we will be satisfied with this result.
4.3.5 Decay of χB2 to χ
B
1 and a photon
Finally, χB2 can also decay to χ
B
1 and a photon as shown in figure 17. The decay width is:
ΓχB2 →χB1 γ =
e2g′4Y 4d
8192pi5
[
|a1a2|2 + 2Re{a21a∗22 }
mB1 m
B
2
(mB1 )
2 + (mB2 )
2
]
(
1 +
(
mB1
mB2
)2)(
1−
(
mB1
mB2
)2)3
(mB2 )
5
m4
d˜2
,
(4.14)
which is negligible. Note that it was assumed that the decay takes place after EWPT, which
will turn out to be case in most of the successful region of parameter space. If the decay were
to take place before phase transition, it would instead involve a B boson. The answer would
change slightly but would still remain negligible. The decay to a Z boson is also negligible.
4.3.6 Net decay width to baryons
In the case of heavy gluinos, only χB2 will present an asymmetry in its decay to baryons and
antibaryons. The asymmetry comes from the interference between the tree-level diagram and
the loop diagram of figure 18a. Other diagrams exist, but either do not lead to any baryon
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(a) (b)
Figure 18: (a) Loop baryon number breaking decay of χB2 via virtual χ
B
1 . (b) Loop baryon
number breaking decay of χBi via virtual χ
g
j .
asymmetry or require a dangerous amount of flavour mixing [38]. In this case, the net decay
width to baryons is given by:
∆ΓB
χB2
= ΓB
χB2 →u1d1d2 − Γ
B
χB2 →u1d1d2
=
g′4Y 4d |a1a2λ′′|2 sinφ
2048pi4
f
(
mB1
mB2
)(
mB2
md˜2
)6
mB1 , (4.15)
where the B superscript on Γ means that we do not consider contributions from diagrams
containing gluinos and:
sinφ =
Im{a∗21 a22}
|a1a2|2 . (4.16)
We note that this result illustrates the Nanopoulos-Weinberg theorem. The net width ∆ΓB
would be zero if mB1 > m
B
2 since f(x) is 0 for x ≥ 1. This also corresponds to the decay of
χB2 to χ
B
1 and quarks being forbidden. Obviously, this is not a problem because m
B
1 < m
B
2
by assumption, but it does show that the decay of χB1 does not lead to baryon asymmetry
without at least some new lighter particle.
An interesting property of sinφ is that it is zero if at least one of the Majorana masses is
zero. This can be understood as follows. First, consider the case of ρ1 set to zero. The inter-
ference term between the tree-level diagram and the diagram of figure 18a can be factorized
as a function of the coupling constants times a function depending only on the kinematics.
To obtain a net baryon asymmetry, both of these functions must be complex [99].5 First, the
kinematic function is complex because the loop diagram 18a can be cut to obtain a tree-level
diagram contributing to the decay of χB2 to χ
B
1 and quarks (see [100]). Second, the phase
of M1 can be reabsorbed by a field redefinition of B˜. This effectively makes g
′ complex. It
also transfers a phase to MD1 , which can then be removed by a field redefinition of S˜. Since
none of the couplings associated to this field are involved in these diagrams, the phase will
only appear in g′. Since g′ appears as |g′|4 in the interference term, this would not lead
to any asymmetry. The procedure obviously breaks down when ρ1 is non-zero, as the field
redefinition we did would lead to a complex ρ1. A similar argument holds for M1.
5It is assumed that the fields have been redefined such that their masses are real.
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In the case of light gluinos, both binos can potentially contribute to the baryon density:
∆Γg
χBi
= Γg
χBi →u1d1d2
− Γg
χBi →u1d1d2
=
∑
j
g′2g2sY 2d |aicjλ′′|2 sinφ′ij
1536pi4
f
(
mgj
mBi
)(
mBi
md˜2
)6
mgj ,
(4.17)
where the g subscript on Γ means that only loop diagrams containing gluinos are taken into
account and:
sinφ′ij =
Im{a∗2i c2j}
|aicj |2 . (4.18)
We mention that, if binos and gluinos are close in mass, it is possible that certain combinations
of binos and gluinos do not lead to any baryon asymmetry. Also, the argument about requiring
both Majorana masses to be non-zero for binos does not hold in this case.
Finally, we define bino decay asymmetries as:
CP
χBi
=
∆ΓB
χBi
+ ∆Γg
χBi
ΓTotal
χBi
. (4.19)
4.4 Annihilation and conversion cross sections
We now discuss the annihilation and conversion cross sections of binos. These enter the
Boltzmann equations which will be used to calculate the would-be relic density of the binos.
The two most important interactions are those with Higgses and quarks.
4.4.1 Interactions with Higgses
An example of annihilation to two Higgses is shown in figure 19a. The total cross section is
given by:
σχBi χBj →HLH∗L(s) =
1
32pi
|Cij |2(s− (mBi )2 − (mBj )2)− 2Re{C2ij}mBi mBj√
(s− (mBi +mBj )2)(s− (mBi −mBj )2)
, (4.20)
where
√
s is the centre of mass energy and the cross section, like every other in this section,
is averaged over all incoming degrees of freedom. As we will be interested in binos of around
a TeV or heavier and that decouple at very small x, freeze-out will typically take place before
the electroweak phase transition. As such, HL is treated as a complex scalar doublet for
calculating relic densities, i.e. no particle has been “eaten” yet by gauge bosons.
In addition to annihilation, one must also take into account conversion via scattering.
An example is shown in figure 19b. The associated cross section is:
σχBj HL→χBi HL =
1
64pis
(
s− (mBi )2
s− (mBj )2
)[
|Cij |2
(s+ (mBi )
2)(s+ (mBj )
2)
s
+ 4mBi m
B
j Re{C2ij}
]
.
(4.21)
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(a) (b)
Figure 19: (a) Example of diagram contributing to bino annihilation to Higgses. (b) Example
of diagram contributing to bino conversion via Higgs scattering.
(a)
1
(b)
Figure 20: (a) Example of s-channel diagram contributing to annihilation of a single bino.
(b) Example of t-channel diagram contributing to annihilation of a single bino.
4.4.2 Interactions with quarks
Annihilation and conversion can also take place via interactions with quarks. These interac-
tions can either conserve baryon number or break it.
For λ′′ of O(0.1) or larger and heavy Higgsinos, baryon number breaking annihilation is
expected to dominate because of the large multiplicity and lack of p-wave suppression [38].
Examples of these interactions are shown in figure 20. The cross section is given by:
σχBi q→qq(s) =
g′2Y 2d |aiλ′′|2
48pim4
d˜2
(5s+ (mBi )
2). (4.22)
Other subleading interactions with quarks exist that preserve baryon number. These
effects are usually subdominant. Annihilation of binos to quarks is shown in figure 21a. The
associated cross section is:
σχBi χBj →d2d2(s) =
g′4Y 4d
16pim4
d˜2
1√
(s− (mBi +mBj )2)(s− (mBi −mBj )2)[|aiaj |2(2s2 − ((mBi )2 + (mBj )2)s− ((mBi )2 − (mBj )2)2)− 6Re{a2i a∗2j }mBi mBj s] .
(4.23)
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(a) (b)
Figure 21: (a) Example of diagram contributing to bino pair annihilation to d2 d2. (b)
Example of a diagram contributing to bino conversion via scattering off quarks.
(a) (b)
Figure 22: (a) Example of diagram contributing to bino-gluino annihilation to d2 d2. (b)
Example of diagram contributing to bino conversion to gluino via scattering off quarks.
In addition, conversion can take place via diagrams like the one of figure 21b. The associated
cross section is:
σχBj d2→χBi d2(s) =
g′4Y 4d
96pim4
d˜2
(s− (mBi )2)2
s3
[|aiaj |2(8s2 + ((mBi )2 + (mBj )2)s+ 2(mBi )2(mBj )2)
+6Re{a2i a∗2j }mBi mBj s
]
.
(4.24)
Similar processes exist involving gluinos. Cohannihilation is shown in figure 22a and
corresponds to a cross section of:
σχBi χ
g
j→d2d2(s) =
g′2g2sY 2d
24pim4
d˜2
1√
(s− (mBi +mgj )2)(s− (mBi −mgj )2)[
|aicj |2(2s2 − ((mBi )2 + (mgj )2)s− ((mBi )2 − (mgj )2)2)− 6Re{a2i c∗2j }mBi mgjs
]
.
(4.25)
Conversion is shown in figure 22b and corresponds to a cross section of:
σχBj d2→χgi d2(s) =
g′2g2sY 2d
18pim4
d˜2
(s− (mBj )2)2
s3
[|ajci|2(8s2 + ((mBj )2 + (mgi )2)s+ 2(mBj )2(mgi )2)
+6Re{a2jc∗2i }mBj mgi s
]
.
(4.26)
4.5 Calculation of the baryon relic density
To obtain estimates of the baryon relic density Ω∆B, we calculate would-be relic densities of
binos. For this, we use Boltzmann’s equation conveniently rewritten as [101] (see also Ref.
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[40]):
dYi
dx
= −
√
g∗pi
45G
mB2
x2
〈σiXviX〉(Yi − Y eqi )Y eqX + 2∑
j=1
〈σijvij〉(YiYj − Y eqi Y eqj )
−
2∑
j=1
〈σjXvjX〉
(
Yj −
Y eqj
Y eqi
Yi
)
Y eqX
 .
(4.27)
The parameter Yi is given by Yi = ni/s, where ni is the number density of particle i and s the
entropy per comoving volume (not to be confused with the square root of the centre of mass
energy). The parameter g∗ corresponds to the number of relativistic degrees of freedom. As
we deal with particles with masses of the order of a few TeV and which decouple at small x,
g∗ can safely be approximated by a constant g∗ ≈ 106.75. The parameter Y eqi represents the
equilibrium value of Yi and is given by [101]:
Y eqi =
45x2
4pi4g∗
gi
(
mi
mB2
)2
K2
(
x
mi
mB2
)
, (4.28)
where gi is the number of degrees of freedom of the particle i and Ki(x) is a modified Bessel
functions of the second kind. The 〈σijvij〉, 〈σiXviX〉 and 〈σjXvjX〉 represent thermally av-
eraged cross sections and can be obtained by combining the results of section 4.4 with the
following eq. [101]:
〈σijvij〉 =
∫∞
(mi+mj)2
1√
s
(s− (mi +mj)2)(s− (mi −mj)2)K1
(√
s
T
)
σij(s)ds
8Tm2im
2
jK2
(
mi
T
)
K2
(mj
T
) , (4.29)
where the i and j indices can represent any particle. Annihilation of two binos contributes
to 〈σijvij〉, annihilation of a single bino contributes to 〈σiXviX〉 and conversion contributes
to 〈σjXvjX〉.
Since gluinos can annihilate via diagrams that only involve themselves and gluons, they
will remain in equilibrium until far later than the binos have decoupled. Therefore, we
approximate gluino densities by their equilibrium values when relevant. We also note that
neutralinos can potentially decay to the heaviest gluino and that the latter can present an
asymmetry in its decay to baryons and antibaryons. We verified that this decay would
generally take place long before the gluinos have decoupled and therefore should not contribute
to the baryon relic density. We therefore do not consider this contribution.
Once the would-be relic densities of binos are obtained, Ω∆B is approximated by:
Ω∆B =
mp
(ρc/s)0
(
CP
χB1
YχB1
+ CP
χB2
YχB2
)∣∣∣∣t→∞ , (4.30)
where mp is the mass of the proton and (ρc/s)0 the current ratio of critical density to entropy
density. This is a good approximation as long as the decay temperatures of the binos are
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considerably lower than their freeze-out temperatures. Also, note that baryon number break-
ing interactions that take place before freeze-out can lead to an additional source of baryon
asymmetry. This was studied in Ref. [40] and found to be negligible because of washout
effects.
4.6 Results and constraints
We now proceed to discuss the relevant constraints and provide a few benchmark plots to
illustrate different features. We stress that we do not aim to cover the full parameter space,
but to show that it is indeed possible to obtain a baryon density compatible with the observed
value of Ω∆B ∼ 0.05 [102] .
We first make a few simplifying assumptions out of convenience. We relate parameters
by setting µu = µd ≡ µ and λsu = −λsd ≡ λs. For decoupled gluinos, we set λ′′ = 0.2, which is
chosen to maximize Ω∆B. It is large enough for the 
CP ’s not to be suppressed by large decay
branching ratios to other channels, while not being so large as to make B-breaking scattering
with quarks too strong. For light gluinos, we instead set it to λ′′ = 1.
Figure 23 shows Ω∆B as a function of M1 and M
D
1 for heavy Higgsinos and gluinos. The
mass ρ1 is set to 1 × exp(3i/4pi) TeV and md˜2 to 50 TeV. As can be seen, it is possible to
obtain a sufficient baryon relic density, but it requires the U(1)R breaking to be large. We
see that Ω∆B peaks in a region where χ
B
2 is very close to being a pure singlino. In this limit,
χB2 can easily decouple early when the Higgsinos are heavy as interactions with quarks are
suppressed. It is then not necessary to have the squarks as heavy for it to decouple early
and CP does not need to be as suppressed. We note that Ω∆B is optimized when m
B
1 /m
B
2
is close to 0.25. This corresponds to the maximum of xf(x), which controls the asymmetry
(see eq. (4.15)).
Figure 24 shows Ω∆B as a function of µ/λ
s and md˜2 for heavy gluinos. The masses M
D
1 ,
M1 and ρ1 are set respectively to 0.02 TeV, 0.25 TeV and 1 × exp(3i/4pi) TeV. Obviously,
Higgsinos can be made lighter by taking λs small but eventually the subleading corrections
inversely proportional to µ4 would become non-negligible. In addition, this shows that the
requirement of correct Ω∆B indeed leads to a Mini-Split spectrum.
Figure 25 shows Ω∆B as a function of M1 and M
D
1 for decoupled Higgsinos and light
gluinos. The mass ρ1 is set to 1 TeV. The gluino Dirac masses is set to 0.5 TeV and the
Majorana masses are set to M3 = 0.5 × exp(3i/4pi) TeV and ρ3 = 0 TeV. The mass of d˜2 is
set to 100 TeV. We observe that it is possible to obtain the correct baryon relic density, but
that it once again requires the U(1)R symmetry to be badly broken.
A few additional constraints are also taken into account. The first one concerns washout.
The relevant washout processes are carefully discussed in Ref. [39]. They include inverse
decay via on-shell squark and u1d1d2 → u1d1d2 just to name a few. In the decoupled gluino
case, the end result is that these processes are suppressed as long as the decay temperature of
χB2 is lower than the masses of the binos. In the case of light gluinos, these can also mediate
baryon number breaking interactions and as such we require that the decay temperature of
at least one of the binos be smaller than the masses of any of the gluinos and binos.
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Figure 23: Contour plots of constant Ω∆B for decoupled Higgsinos and gluinos. The blue
region corresponds to χB2 decaying before electroweak phase transition. The yellow region
corresponds to χB2 decaying before freeze-out. The purple and pink regions correspond to χ
B
2
having a decay temperature superior to mB1 and m
B
2 respectively.
The second constraint is for the binos to decay after their freeze-out. This constraint
is not absolute, as decays that take place slightly before still lead to a relic baryon density,
albeit suppressed. We estimate the freeze-out temperature of the binos by taking their relic
number density, setting them equal to their equilibrium density and solving for x. This
defines a freeze-out temperature for each bino. For decoupled gluinos, we then include in the
figures the region where χB2 decays before freeze-out. For light gluinos, we include the region
where both binos decay before decoupling. Generally speaking, these constraints are far more
important than washout.
Finally, if the binos were to decay before the electroweak phase transition, some of the
baryon relic density would be converted away by sphaleron effects. This would reduce the
baryon relic density by a factor of 28/79, which is sizable but does not change the qualitative
features [103]. It also corresponds in our plots to a region that does not produce enough
baryon relic density. We take the electroweak phase transition to take place at 100 GeV.
For decoupled gluinos, we include the regions where the decay of χB2 takes place before the
electroweak phase transition. For light gluinos, we show the region where both binos decay
before electroweak phase transition.
Another effect to consider is the possibility of entropy dilution. Ref. [40] studied this
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Figure 24: Contour plots of constant Ω∆B for decoupled gluinos. The blue region corre-
sponds to χB2 decaying before electroweak phase transition. The yellow region corresponds
to χB2 decaying before freeze-out. The purple region corresponds to χ
B
2 having a decay tem-
perature inferior to mB1 .
and found that it is only relevant for very large scalar masses where the bino decouples while
still relativistic. In the case of heavy gluinos, this would lead to a suppression of Ω∆B by a
dilution factor of [40, 104]:
ξs = Max
1, 1.8g1/4∗ Y2(xf.o.)mB2√
Γtotal
χB2
MPl
 , (4.31)
where Γtotal
χB2
is the value of Y2(xf.o.) when χ
B
2 freezes-out and MPl the Planck scale. We have
verified that this factor is simply one over all the region shown in our plots. Similar results
hold for both binos in the light gluinos case.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the LHC phenomenology of a supersymmetric model with a U(1)R
symmetry which is identified with the baryon number. We also examined how baryogenesis
could be realized in this model through the late decay of a neutral gaugino. The model
we considered is an extension of the MRSSM with the inclusion of an R-parity breaking
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Figure 25: Contour plots of constant Ω∆B for decoupled Higgsinos. The blue region cor-
responds to both binos decaying before electroweak phase transition. The yellow region
corresponds to both binos decaying before they have decoupled. The pink region corresponds
to all binos having a decay temperature superior to at least one bino or gluino mass.
term of the form λ′′ijkU
c
iD
c
jD
c
k. Because of the non-standard baryon number assignment of
the superpartners, such a term is baryon number conserving in this model. This relaxes
the bounds on the λ′′ couplings significantly compared to the RPVMSSM. In particular, the
bounds from neutron-antineutron oscillation and from double nucleon decay are considerably
loosened. However, they cannot be removed completely as the U(1)R will be broken by the
gravitino mass and communicated to the superpartners of the Standard Model by anomaly
mediation. Furthermore, the gravitino must be heavier than the proton to avoid proton decay
to a gravitino and a kaon. Flavour physics also puts bounds on products of λ′′ couplings which
are the same in our model as in the RPVMSSM.
The introduction of large λ′′ couplings leads to a collider phenomenology that is signifi-
cantly different from the MSSM and from the RPVMSSM with very small λ′′ couplings. We
examined simplified models where a single one of the λ′′ involving the third generation is
large. We looked at both single and pair production of stops and their subsequent decays for
bino or Higgsino-up LSP. When Majorana mass terms are included, a Dirac neutralino splits
into two states close in mass. We showed that when this mass splitting is larger than the
width of the neutralino, the stop can decay via this neutralino to two same-sign tops. On the
other hand when the mass splitting is smaller, the branching ratio of a stop decaying to two
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same-sign tops is highly suppressed. Because same sign leptons are a powerful tool to reject
background, the two cases present different phenomenology and in this work we presented
results for both hypotheses. We also presented limits on the masses of the first and second
generation of squarks as their production cross section is altered in models with Dirac gluinos.
We note that the structure of these models is quite rich and we did not explore the
complete phenomenology of all sectors of the theory. For example, the model has extra scalars
as part of the adjoint chiral superfields. Some of these fields could in fact be responsible for
obtaining the correct Higgs mass in these models [14, 18, 105, 106].
The structure of the model also allows for baryogenesis to proceed through late decay of
neutralinos. Because of the extra field content, new diagrams contribute to these decays and
allow for the conditions of the Nanopolous-Weinberg theorem to be met. The results of the
analysis of baryogenesis are presented in section 4. We find that with a Mini-Split spectrum,
where the scalars are heavier than the gauginos, successful baryogenesis can be achieved.
Such mechanism also exists in the RPVMSSM with a split spectrum, but the extended Higgs
sector present in our model allows for the higgsinos to be lighter. The mechanism however
requires a large breaking of the U(1)R symmetry.
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